
Pupil premium strategy statement

This statement details our school’s use of pupil premium (and recovery premium for the
2022 to 2023 academic year) funding to help improve the attainment of our
disadvantaged pupils.

It outlines our pupil premium strategy, how we intend to spend the funding in this
academic year and the effect that last year’s spending of pupil premium had within our
school.

School overview

Detail Data
School name Stickland’s CE VA

Primary School

Number of pupils in school 85

Proportion (%) of pupil premium eligible pupils 13 (15%)

Academic year/years that our current pupil premium
strategy plan covers (3 year plans are recommended)

3

Date this statement was published September 2023

Date on which it will be reviewed September 2024

Statement authorised by Ruth Adler

Pupil premium lead Ruth Adler

Governor / Trustee lead Suzie Mutch

Funding overview

Detail Amount
Pupil premium funding allocation this academic year £15915

Recovery premium funding allocation this academic year £2000

Pupil premium funding carried forward from previous
years (enter £0 if not applicable)

£0

Total budget for this academic year £17915
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Part A: Pupil premium strategy plan

Statement of intent

At Stickland’s Primary School, our caring family ethos and dedication to pastoral
support, develops happy and secure learners who are able to access the curriculum
with confidence. We believe that our curriculum includes everything from the moment a
child walks in through the school gates - all their daily experiences and their
interactions with adults and their peers. A strong Christian ethos permeates through
daily life which gives the children a safe and nurturing environment. We want our
children to be responsible, self-motivated and independent members of society. Our
aim is for them all to succeed and thrive; achieve their full potential, and become
confident life-long learners.

Our intention is that all pupils, irrespective of their background or the challenges that
they face, make good progress across all subject areas. The focus of our pupil
premium strategy is to support disadvantaged pupils to achieve that goal.

High quality teaching is at the heart of our approach, with a focus on areas in which
disadvantaged children require the most support. This is proven to have the greatest
impact on closing the disadvantage attainment gap and at the same time will benefit
the non-disadvantaged pupils in our school. Implicit in the intended outcomes detailed
below, is the intention that non-disadvantaged pupils’ attainment will be sustained and
improved alongside progress for their disadvantaged peers.

Our approach will be responsive to common challenges and individual needs, rooted in
robust diagnostic assessment, not assumptions about the impact of disadvantage. The
approaches we have adopted complement each other to help pupils excel. To ensure
they are effective we will:

- ensure disadvantaged pupils are challenged in the work that they’re set

- act early to intervene at the point need is identified

- adopt a whole school approach in which all staff take responsibility for disadvantaged
pupils’ outcomes and raise expectations of what they can achieve
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Challenges
This details the key challenges to achievement that we have identified among our
disadvantaged pupils.

Challenge
number

Detail of challenge

Pupil Premium -

Short- Term (One Year)

1 Emotional needs of children- worry and anxiety and therefore being
ready for school, sometimes linked to chaotic family lives (Social /
emotional well-being focus)

2 Low attainment on entry to the Early Years Foundation Stage in all
areas.

3 Monitor closely impact on attendance

Long-Term (3 year)

4 Increase % children meeting (and exceeding ARE)

5 Weak Language and Communication skills - meaning extra phonic and
reading support is needed. Specific intervention programmes based on
individual need.

6 Children to re/discover a love of learning.

Intended outcomes
This explains the outcomes we are aiming for by the end of our current strategy plan
(2024/25), and how we will measure whether they have been achieved.

Intended outcome Success criteria
Closing the attainment gap - Children
achieve in line with national expectations as
a result of high quality teaching and learning

- Children make at least expected progress
and attain in line with their peers throughout
the school

- Pupils achieve national average progress
scores in KS2 statutory assessments

Children enjoy, and want to come to school
shown by sustained improvement in
attendance for all pupils, particularly our
disadvantaged pupils.

- Attendance for children is at least 97%

Full involvement for the children in all
aspects of school life

- Children attend clubs in school, and are
involved in all aspects of school life,
including positions of responsibility

Improved fitness, diet and emotional
wellbeing

- Good uptake of school meals, involvement in
sports clubs and teams, and positive
responses to surveys about health and
wellbeing
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Activity in this academic year
This details how we intend to spend our pupil premium (and recovery premium funding)
this academic year to address the challenges listed above.

Teaching (for example, CPD, recruitment and retention)

Budgeted cost: £ 6000

Activity Evidence that supports this approach Challenge
number(s)
addressed

Continue payment for
Accelerated Reader

EEF Reading comprehension strategies (high
impact low cost based)

6,4 (3)

High quality targeted
CPD opportunities for
staff including through
instructional coaching
for teachers
Somerset Literacy
project
WDSC projects
White Rose CPD
RWI Training

Supporting high quality teaching is pivotal in
improving children’s outcomes. Research
tells us that high quality teaching can narrow
the disadvantage gap (EEF)

Quality and targeted CPD opportunities
promote quality teaching and learning
EEF: Effective Professional Development

1, 4, 5, 6 (3)

Targeted academic support (for example, tutoring, one-to-one support
structured interventions)

Budgeted cost: £ 4000

Activity Evidence that supports this
approach

Challenge
number(s)
addressed

School-led tutoring.
A significant proportion
of the pupils who
receive tutoring will be
disadvantaged,
including those who are
high attainers.

Tuition targeted at specific needs and
knowledge gaps can be an effective
method to support low attaining pupils
or those falling behind, in small groups:

Small group tuition | Toolkit Strand |
Education Endowment Foundation |
EEF

3, 1, 4, 5, 6

Additional phonics
sessions targeted at
pupils who require
further phonics support.
Deployment of staff to

Phonics approaches have a strong
evidence base indicating a positive
impact on pupils, particularly from
disadvantaged backgrounds. Targeted
phonics interventions have been shown
to be more effective when delivered as

2, 3, 4, 5, 6
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https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence-summaries/teaching-learning-toolkit/small-group-tuition/
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence-summaries/teaching-learning-toolkit/small-group-tuition/
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence-summaries/teaching-learning-toolkit/small-group-tuition/


enable targeted
groupings

regular sessions over a period up to 12
weeks:

Phonics | Toolkit Strand | Education
Endowment Foundation | EEF

Wider strategies (for example, related to attendance, behaviour,
wellbeing)

Budgeted cost: £ 5915

Activity Evidence that supports this
approach

Challenge
number(s)
addressed

Embedding principles of
good practice set out in
the DfE’s Improving
School Attendance
advice.

The DfE guidance has been informed
by engagement with schools that have
significantly reduced levels of absence
and persistent absence.
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Individual, small group
and whole class
wellbeing, social and
emotional sessions
including Nurturing
Lunchtime Groups

EEF: social and emotional learning
approaches have a positive impact, on
average, of 4 months’ additional
progress over the course of an
academic year

1, 2, 6 (3/5)

Provide additional
funding to enable
access to curricular
activities, (music tuition,
trips and uniform.

EEF Arts Participation
The DfE guidance has been informed by
engagement with schools that have
significantly reduced levels of absence
and persistent absence.
Reducing the socioeconomic gap.

1, 3, 6

Individual and small
group wellbeing, social
and emotional sessions
to be held in a new
nurture room -
contribution towards
construction and
furnishing.

EEF: social and emotional learning
approaches have a positive impact, on
average, of 4 months’ additional
progress over the course of an
academic year

1, 2, 6 (3/5)

Total budgeted cost: £ 14,300
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https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence-summaries/teaching-learning-toolkit/phonics/
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence-summaries/teaching-learning-toolkit/phonics/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/school-attendance/framework-for-securing-full-attendance-actions-for-schools-and-local-authorities
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/school-attendance/framework-for-securing-full-attendance-actions-for-schools-and-local-authorities


Part B: Review of outcomes in the previous academic
year

Pupil premium strategy outcomes
This details the impact that our pupil premium activity had on pupils in the 2022 to 2023
academic year.

Children
achieve in line
with national
expectations
as a result of
high quality
teaching and
learning

In KS2 SATS our disadvantaged learners made better than expected
progress in all areas.

100% of our disadvantaged learners passed the phonics screening test
retake in May 2023.

100% of disadvantaged learners were on track to make at least expected
progress from their starting points with 40% making better than expected
progress in R, W and M.

However, this still does not yet equate to children achieving in line with
expected standards: 40% were at EXS for R,W,M and 20% GDS for
R,W,M.

This highlights that whilst progress is at least good the % at EXS will
continue to be a focus for next year.

Read Write Inc phonics and spelling teaching is now systematic and
robust for those that have been trianed. Staff have received external
training and continue to receive regular internal training. Our phonics lead
monitors provision regularly and assessment is frequent and robust,
ensuring teaching is targeted to pupils developing phonic knowledge and
skills. In order to continue this – new staff will be trained using the same
robust rigorous CPD programme next year.

Quality First Teaching is a continued focus ensuring our classroom
environments are vocabulary rich and supportive of learning. Each
classroom now has a purposeful book corner to promote a love of reading
and observations and pupil interviews show that many children speak
positively about reading and these spaces are used positively across the
school. Key vocabulary is displayed in the classroom which has increased
pupil’s confidence in how they can support themselves independently with
the classroom.

Many staff have undertaken training and have gained a better
understanding of how to adapt and scaffold learning. This remains a focus
within our development priorities for this next academic year. Reading has
remained a priority area with increased time and attention spent on
developing a reading spine and teacher’s modelling reading for pleasure.
All disadvantaged learners are targeted for 1:1 reading and opportunity to
promote wider reading and exposure to a breadth of authors. They are
also targeted for interventions such as first class @: number and
involvement in the national tutor programme.
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Children enjoy,
and want to
come to school
shown by
sustained
improvement
in attendance
for all pupils,
particularly our
disadvantaged
pupils.

PP attendance over the year was 94.5% this is above national average
but it will still remain a target for next year. This attendance was greatly
affected by specific children (medical not EBSA).

As a focus next year children will be given additional work packs to
complete if they are unable to come to school and are well enough to
work from home.

Full
involvement
for the children
in all aspects
of school life

Clubs (including sporting and science club), music lessons, and wider
visits have been subsidised for many disadvantaged pupils.

PP children are (at least) fairly represented on school council and eco
council.

Improved
fitness, diet
and emotional
wellbeing

Our assessments and observations indicated that pupil behaviour,
wellbeing and mental health were significantly impacted last year,
primarily due to family circumstance. The impact was particularly acute for
some of our disadvantaged pupils. We used pupil premium funding to
provide wellbeing support for all pupils, and targeted interventions where
required. We are building on that approach with the activities detailed in
this plan.
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